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IP door entry system
video indoor units

BT-373001 BT-373005 BT-373006

Pack Cat.Nos Video indoor units

Touch screen indoor units with internal
camera and SOS push-button
Answer the call, open the lock, call other
apartments and the guard station, view call
and alarm logs, leave audio messages,
receive messages from the guard station,
adjust the settings (e.g. brightness,
screensaver, backgrounds and ring tone)
and view date/time information
Alarm management through the
8 pre-arranged dedicated contacts
The integration with the CCTV IP cameras
allows to view the IP cameras of the
apartment and the common areas from the
indoor unit
Possibility to control of the lift
Possibility to associate the video indoor
unit to the Home + Security App. The
App allows to use functions such as:
receiving calls, door lock release, display
of the event timeline and activation of
the entrance panel. It is also possible
to manage the products of the Netatmo
Security range (outdoor and indoor
cameras, door and window sensors, indoor
siren, smoke detector). Possibility to quickly
and easily create a Smart security system
The indoor unit can be PoE (power over
Ethernet) powered or directly powered
using power supply Cat.No BT-375005
Wall-mounted with the supplied bracket

1 BT-373001 10" touch screen indoor unit with internal
camera and SOS push-button

1 BT-373002 7" touch screen indoor unit with internal
camera and SOS push-button

Touch screen indoor units with SOS
push-button
Answer the call, open the lock, call other
apartments and the guard station, view call
and alarm logs, leave audio messages,
receive messages from the guard station,
adjust the settings (e.g. brightness,
screensaver, backgrounds and ring tone)
and view date/time information
Alarm management through the
8 pre-arranged dedicated contacts
The integration with the CCTV IP cameras
allows to view the IP cameras of the
apartment and the common areas from the
indoor unit. Possibility to control of the lift
Possibility to associate the video indoor
unit to the Home + Security App. The
App allows to use functions such as:
receiving calls, door lock release, display
of the event timeline and activation of
the entrance panel. It is also possible
to manage the products of the Netatmo
Security range (outdoor and indoor
cameras, door and window sensors, indoor
siren, smoke detector). Possibility to quickly
and easily create a Smart security system
The indoor unit can be PoE (power over
Ethernet) powered or directly powered
using power supply Cat.No BT-375005
Wall-mounted with the supplied bracket

1 BT-373003 10" touch screen indoor unit with SOS
push-button

1 BT-373004 7" touch screen indoor unit with SOS
push-button

Pack Cat.Nos Video indoor units (continued)

Touch screen indoor units
Answer the call, open the lock, call other
apartments and the guard station, view call
and alarm logs, leave audio messages,
receive messages from the guard
station, adjust the settings (e.g. brightness
and ring tone) and view date/time
information
Alarm management through the 8 pre-
arranged dedicated contacts
The integration with the Onvif IP cameras
allows to view the IP cameras of the
apartment and the common areas from the
indoor unit
Possibility to control of the lift
Possibility to associate the video indoor
unit to the Home + Security App (available
for Android and iOS) to use functions such
as: receiving calls, door lock release,
display of the event timeline and activation
of the entrance panel. Possibility to
manage the products of the Netatmo
Security range (outdoor and indoor
cameras, door and window sensors, indoor
siren, smoke detector) to create a Smart
security system
The indoor unit can be PoE (power over
Ethernet) powered or directly powered
using power supply Cat.No BT-375005
Wall-mounted with the supplied bracket

1 BT-373005 Black finish
1 BT-373006 Champagne gold finish
1 BT-373007 Mirror finish

BT-373007

Home + Security

Red catalogue numbers: New products

BT-373002

Selection table p. 862-863

App. Home + Security available on
Google Play and the App Store




